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Abstract 
In this paper an image segmentation technique is presented by combining seed based region growing and boundary segmentation 
in sequential order. The first process in region growing is to identify an initial seed point. Most of region growing methods 
identify the seed point manually which involve human interaction. Thus, automated initial seed point identification for region 
growing algorithm is proposed. The boundary segmentation technique is implemented in order to improve the segmentation 
results. The method is tested on 50 mammogram images confirmed by a radiologist to consist microcalcifications. Experimental 
results show that the algorithm successfully segment the microcalcifications with accuracy of 0.94. 
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
  
Breast cancer is one of the commonest types of cancer contributing to the increase in mortality among women 
worldwide. The National Cancer Registry of Malaysia reported that there were 3525 cases registered in 2006 which 
accounted for 35.9 per 100,000 populations (National Cancer Registry, 2006). The overall Age Standardize Rate 
(ASR) was 39.3. The peak incidence of breast cancer occurred among the 50-60 years age group. The incidence of 
breast cancer was highest among Chinese where the ASR was 46.4 per 100,000 population followed by the Indians 
and Malays with the ASR of 38.1 per 100,000 population and 30.4 per 100,000 respectively. However, the incident 
rates have been decreasing since 2002 (National Cancer Registry, 2008). The decrease is due to treatment advances, 
earlier detection through screening, and increased awareness.  
 
Mammogram is widely used to detect early phase of breast cancer (Chulho et al, 2004). The role of the radiologist in 
breast cancer diagnosis involves the interpretation of mammograms for the identifications of potential malignancies 
especially microcalcifications. Microcalcifications are tiny granular deposits of calcium that appear on the 
mammogram as small bright spots. Nevertheless, for dense breasts, misinterpretation by the radiologist may 
contribute to the failure of detecting microcalcifications (Cheng et al, 2003).  
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Segmentation is a process of partitioning an image into meaningful regions which correspond to part of, or the 
whole of objects within the scene (Awcock & Thomas, 1996). Segmentation techniques can be classified in two 
main categories: region based segmentation and boundary segmentation. Region growing is one of the simplest and 
popular algorithms for region based segmentation (Awcock & Thomas, 1996), (Adam & Bischof, 1994). It is a 
technique for extracting a region of the image that is connected based on some predefined criteria. These criteria can 
be based on intensity information or edges in the image (Haralick & Shapiro, 1985). Natural question which arises 
in region growing is how critical is a seed choice to a good segmentation (Adam & Bischof, 1994), (Shan et al, 
2008). A seed point can be determined manually or automatically. Manual seed point is based on trial and error 
basis and must be repeated until satisfactory results are obtained. This lead to time-consuming issues and the results 
will go awry if a seed point falls on a noisy point. A semi-interactive seed point selection which is neither fully 
automatic nor fully manual was introduced (Adam & Bischof, 1994). The principle is a user views the image and 
based on the personal judgment, choose the seed point by a mouse-based point and click mechanism. Most of the 
region growing methods discussed how to select seed point automatically (Shan et al, 2008),  (Poonguzhali & 
Ravindran, 2006), (Madabhushi & Metaxas, 2003) in the ultrasound images, however the application  on the 
mammogram images are still rare.  
 
In boundary based techniques, segmentation of an object is achieved by locating its boundary using image gradient, 
which has high value at the edges of object for locating the boundary of the region. The aim is to find object 
boundaries and segment regions enclosed by the boundaries. Common methods used in boundary segmentation are 
Sobel edge detection, Prewit, Canny and some morphological operations. These methods are suitable for images that 
are simple and free of noise, however boundary detection on noisy, complex images will often produce missing 
edges or extra edges  (Umbaugh, 1999). Thus, combining region and boundary segmentation either in hierarchical or 
parallel manner might produce good segmentation results  (Umbaugh, 1999). 
 
In this paper, seed based region growing and boundary segmentation techniques are used hierarchically in 
segmenting the microcalcifications from irrelevant breast tissue. The first endeavour is to develop a new automated 
seed point selection for region growing segmentation. Then the results of the region growing segmentation are used 
in boundary segmentation techniques as a post process. 
 
2. Approaches and Method 
 
2.1 Seed Based Region Growing 
 
Seed based region growing (SBRG) performs a segmentation of an image with respect to a point, known as seed. 
Starting with a seed point the region will grow by appending to each seed those neighboring pixels that have 
properties similar to the seed (Dubey, Hanmandlu, & Gupta, 2009). In the region growing segmentation, the first 
aim is to determine the initial seed points. A seed point is the starting point for region growing and its selection is 
vital for the segmentation result. The method of mathematical morphology is employed in order to obtain an initial 
seed point automatically. Morphology involves a theory for the analysis of shape and spatial structures  (Soille, 
2003). Morphological operations namely dilation, erosion, opening, closing and regional maxima are used for 
extracting, modifying and manipulating the features present in the image based on their structuring element (SE). 
The shape and size of the SE play an important role in image segmentation. Different types of SE such as disk, 
square, line, rectangle, diamond etc can be used along with the morphological operators.    
 
In morphology, gray scale images are considered as sets through their graphs and subgraphs  (Halkiotis, Botsis, & 
Rangoussi, 2007).  The graph G of an image f is the set of points (x,t) such that x belongs to the image plane of f 
when t=f(x). This can be mathematically described as 
                      (1) 
 
where        refers to the n-dimensional discrete space and   N0 refers to the non-negative set of integers. The graph 
of an image is sometimes called the intensity surface. The subgraph of an image f denoted as Gs(f) is the set of points 
of                 lying below the graph of the image and over the image plane and can be expressed as 
                 
       (2) 
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representation. Therefore, subgraph of gray scale images are also investigated by small sets and it is used to extract 
or remove features such as peaks, ridges, plateaus, hills, troughs and watershed. A plateau located at the top of such 
domes, constitutes a regional maximum. A regional maximum (Halkiotis, Botsis, & Rangoussi, 2007) is a connected 
component of pixels with a plateau at some altitude, such that every pixel in the neighbourhood has a strictly lower 
value. Microcalcifications appear on digitized mammogram as bright white spots. These spots are small regions with 
intensity values higher than their surrounding or background. Each microcalcification constitutes a regional 
maximum (Halkiotis, Botsis, & Rangoussi, 2007).   
 
Regional maxima should not be mistaken with local maxima. All pixels belonging to a regional maximum are local 
maxima, but the converse is not true (Vincent, 1993). Local maxima can be represented by a dilation    operator   
of a given pixel that corresponds to the maximum value of the image within the neighbourhood defined by the 
structuring element B when it is centred at this pixel. This can be expressed as 
                  
         (3) 
 
The concepts of regional maximum and local maximum are used to obtain an initial seed point automatically. The 
algorithm can be outlined in 6 steps; 
 
Step 1:  Find the regional maxima of the image (f) within eight connected neighbourhoods. This will return 
the binary image that identifies the location of the regional maxima in f. The Regional maxima identified 
are set to ‘1’ and all others are set to ‘0’. 
 
Step 2:  Get the pixel intensity value of the regional maxima. Set the matrix as nx1 size, where n is the 
number of regional maxima. 
 
Step 3:  Eliminate the plateau pixels by the following process  (Nativ, 2007): 
 
a) Let X  be a nx1 matrix which contains n regional maxima. 
b) Arrange the pixel values of X in ascending order. 
c) Determine the minimum successive adjacent differences in X and denote then as   
1,....3,2,1,  ' niXi  
d) Apply the formula: 
          X’= X + random (n) x min { iX' }                   (4) 
 
Step 4: Use the dilation operator with a suitable structuring element and appropriate radius. Based on the 
radius, the maximum of the consecutive pixels are determined. This is repeated until all pixels are 
considered as pivots. This will return a new matrix Y where each point is replaced by the maximum values 
obtained. 
 
Step 5: The location of local maxima in the original set X are determined by comparing the points where 
X’=Y. 
 
Step 6:  Evaluate the average of local maxima and set the average as the initial seed point.  
 
 
2.2 Boundary Segmentation 
 
Edge detection and basic morphology tool are used as a tool for extracting boundary of segmented image 
(Detectiong a cell using image segmentation, 2004-2005). The segmented results from SBRG differ greatly in 
contrast from the background image. Changes in contrast can be detected by operators that calculate the gradient of 
an image. Thus, sobel edge detection is used to obtain binary gradient mask of the segmented image.  
G
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Dilation and erosion for the binary gradient mask denoted as A with structuring element B defined by equations (5) 
and (6) respectively. 
                     (5) 
                                              
     
    (6)  
 
 
where for every pixel          , A is translate by coordinate x. The dilation operator used in this study is to expand 
unconnected edges while erosion smoothen the image by cleaning up small bright spots in the image. The simplest 
way to realize boundary extraction of binary image A is given by equation below. 
           
         (7) 
 
where E is the boundary of image A. However, as noise can still be present, instead of using binary image A, 
dilation of A that is BA is used as in equation (8). 
                         (8)
  
3.  Implementation 
 
The algorithm is tested on 50 mammogram obtained from the National Cancer Society in Malaysia. All the 
mammograms contain region of interests (ROI) with microcalcifications confirmed by a radiologist. The algorithm 
is implemented using MATLAB R2008a software.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: The flowchart of segmentation processes 
 
The segmentation processes is implemented as depicted in Figure 1 above. First, an initial seed point for the input 
ROI image is obtained automatically from the proposed algorithm as mentioned in Section 2.1. From the seed, it 
will grow by comparing all unallocated neighbouring pixels to the regions iteratively. The difference between 
pixel’s intensity value and the region’s mean is used as a measure of similarity. The pixel with the smallest 
difference measured is allocated to the respective region. The process of SBRG continues until all pixels are 
allocated to a region. Then, the results are used in boundary segmentation process as stated in Section 2.2. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
 
The following figures show selected 3 samples of the results obtained. 
 
 
 
 
 
        
          
                 2(a)                      2(b)                    2(c)                    2(d)                         2(e)                      2(f) 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 3(a)                 3(b)                       3(c)                         3(d)                      3(e)                      3(f) 
 
 
 
        
 
 
 
             4(a)                   4(b)                   4(c)                    4(d)                      4(e)                      4(f) 
Figure 2-4 (a) Original ROI (b) Segmented images using SBRG (c) Binary gradient mask (d) Dilated gradient mask (e) Smooth 
image using erosion (f) Boundary of segmented image. 
 
Figures 2(a), 3(a) and 4(a) show the originals ROI with microcalcifications. Segmented image by SBRG through the 
proposed automatic initial seed point are shown in Figures 2(b), 3(b) and 4(b) respectively. In Figure 2(b) SBRG is 
able to segment the microcalcification nicely, however in Figure 3(b) and 4(b) the results produce holes and 
negation respectively. This is due to the noise and intensity variation. This problem is solved through boundary 
segmentation processes indicated in Figures 2, 3, 4 (c until f).  
 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the segmented results, Receiving Operator Curve (ROC) is used. Original ROI are 
set as the gold standard in classifying whether the segmented results are benign or malignant. True positive (TP) is 
defined as the situation whereby a radiologist characterized an original ROI as malignant and the boundary of 
microcalcifications also represent malignant. On the other hand, false positive (FP) occurs when the results 
characterizes as benign boundary while the gold standard are malignant. The area under ROC curve represents the 
accuracy of segmented results. The area can range from 0 to 1. The perfect test has an area of 1 under the curve [4]. 
From the ROC analysis shown in Figure 5, the accuracy of the methods is found to be 0.94. The quantitative results 
demonstrate that the method successfully segment the microcalcifications. 
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Figure 5: ROC curve for segmentation results 
 
5.  Conclusion 
 
The automatic initial seed point method proposed. The algorithm needs no prior information and interventions of 
human interaction in identifying an initial seed point. The method incorporates boundary segmentation as a post 
process. It successfully produces excellent segmentation results with 0.94 accuracy rate. This method may be useful 
to assist radiologists in classifying microcalcifications. 
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